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1. Installing the software 

Next paragraphs describe the different option for installing the COMPSs IDE plugin in the 
Eclipse platform [1]. 

1.1. Installation from COMPSs Eclipse Update Site 

To install the COMPSs IDE from the COMPSs Update Site, open the “Install New Software…” 
option of the Eclipse Help menu as shown in Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1. Snapshot for opening the wizard to install new software 

Then, a new window like in Figure 2-left will be open. Click “Add...” to include the Eclipse 
Update Site for the COMPSs IDE. Afterwards, introduce the URL of our update site 
http://compss.bsc.es/releases/ide/latest/ in the new dialog window (Figure 2-right). 

   
Figure 2. Snapshots for adding the COMPSs IDE Update Site 

Once the repository has been included you will see that the window has been update d with 
the available COMPSs IDE plugins (Figure 3). Select the Core plug-in and the desired Deployers 
plug-ins according to the distributed infrastructure you have available. Once the plugins are 
selected, click “Next >”, accept the license terms and click “Finish” to start the installation 
process. Once the installation process is complete the COMPSs IDE will be available on your 
Eclipse installation. 

http://compss.bsc.es/releases/ide/latest/
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Figure 3. Available COMPSs IDE plug-ins 

1.2. Installation from Eclipse Marketplace 

To install the COMPSs IDE from the Eclipse Marketplace [2], open the “Eclipse Marketplace…” 
option of the Eclipse Help menu as shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. Open Eclipse Marketplace snapshot 

Then, a new window like in Figure 5 will be open where users can search for Eclipse 
extensions. Introduce “COMPSs IDE” in the text box and click “Go”. You will see that a COMPSs 
entry appear in list of the view. Finally, click “Install” inside COMPSs IDE entry to start the 
installation process.  
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Figure 5. Eclipse Marketplace snapshot 

From this point on, the installation is the same as the explained in Section 1.1. Users must 
select the IDE core feature and the desired Deployers plug-ins and follow the instructions 
provided by the installation wizard to accept the license terms and finalize de installation 
process. 

1.3. Installation from COMPSs VM 

The following instructions have been detailed for the Oracle Virtual Box Manager [3] version 4 
or higher. To install the COMPSs Virtual Appliance you need to perform the following steps:  

1. Download the Virtual Appliance file from the COMPSs web site [4]. 

2. Open the Virtual Box VM Administrator.  

3. Select the Import Virtualised service option in the File menu and an import wizard will 
be open.  

4. Click on Select... and choose the downloaded .ova file and click Next.  

5. The following page will provide a default VM configuration for this appliance. In case 
some parameters are not suitable for your system change them.  

6. When finish, click Import to start the VM import process.  

7. After a successful import process, a new VM will appear in the main window of the VM 
Virtual Box Administrator.  

8. Select the newly created VM and click Start.  

The COMPSs IDE is installed as an Eclipse plug-in. The plugin has also prepared to work with a 
COMPSs runtime libraries installed in /opt/COMPSs/. You have to set this location when a new 
COMPSs project is created with the IDE.  
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1.4. Installation from Sources 

For installing the COMPSs IDE plug-in from the source code you require to install first the 
following software: 

- Eclipse platform (version 3.6 or higher) and the Web Development Tools plug-in 

- The Subversion client [5] to check-out the source code 

- Apache Maven [6](version 3 or higher) to compile the source code 

Once the software is installed in your machine, follow the steps described below to install the 
COMPSs IDE plug-in. 

1.- Check-out the source code from the URL obtained from the COMPSs website[4].  

user@host:~$ svn checkout http://<compss/svn/ide_path> <ide_co_path> 

 

2.- Compile the code and build the plug-in using Maven. 

   user@host:~$ cd <ide_co_path> 

   user@host:<ide_co_path>$ mvn clean install –Dmaven.test.skip=true 

 

3.- Initiate the eclipse platform. 

   user@host:~$ ECLIPSE_HOME/eclipse 

 

4.- Install the plug-in from a local update site. Follow the same steps as explained in Section 
1.1, but substituting the COMPSs update site URL by the following local URL: 

jar:file<ide_co_path>/IDE-site/target/site-<version>-SNAPSHOT.zip!/  
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2. Getting Started 

A Service developed by the COMPSs Programming Model is composed by orchestration and 
core Elements (a.k.a. Tasks). A core element is a piece of code which either is repeated several 
times in the service code and potentially in parallel or is performing a computation which 
requires a lot of resources or both. An orchestration element is the code which implements 
the service functionality invoking several defined core elements.  

If the IDE plug-in has been successfully installed a CompSs menu with different actions should 
appear in the Menu bar and a set of COMPSs wizards should appear in the “File->New…” sub 
menu when the Eclipse platform is initiated. There is also an Application Editor which will be 
available when a new project is created. You can use these actions, wizards and editor to 
easily create a new COMPSs application with different orchestration and core elements in 
seven steps. 

 

Step 1: Create a new COMPSs application project 

The first step to implement an application with the COMPSs programming model is creating a 
new COMPSs application project. This can be done by opening the menu “File ->New-> Project” 
and selecting the New Application Project wizard located in the COMP Superscalar section as 
shows in Figure 6.  

 
Figure 6. Creating a new COMPSs application project 

Once the wizard is open, a window like in Figure 7 will appear.  Introduce the desired name 
for the project, the name of the main package where the application classes will belong to  and 
the location where the COMPSs libraries are installed in your machine. Finally, click “Finish” to 
start the process for creating the project.  
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Figure 7. New COMPSs Application project wizard. 

As result of this wizard, the IDE creates a new project and opens the Application Editor will as 
shown in Figure 8. In this figure, the actions required for some of the next steps has been also 
depicted. 

 

 
Figure 8. COMPSS IDE Service Editor 
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Step 2: Create a new Orchestration Class. 

Once the project is created, developers have to include a new class to include Orchestration 
and Core Elements. This phase can be done with the New COMPSs Application Class wizard 
(such as Figure 9). This wizard will be opened by clicking the “New…” button located on the 
Orchestration Classes section of the Implementation Tab in the Application Editor (Figure 8. 
Step 2). Developers have to fill the Name field, select the class Type. The current available 
class types are standard Class or a Web Service Interface Class options and click “Finish”. Then 
a new Orchestration Class and Core Element interface will be created in the main package of 
the project. 

 

 
Figure 9.  New Orchestration Class wizard snapshot. 

 

Step 3: Add an Orchestration Element 

After the creation of the Orchestration Class, developers have to include an Orchestration 
Element in this class. This Orchestration Element will implement the workflow with different 
Core Element invocations. An Orchestration Element can be added by using the New 
Orchestration Element wizard (Figure 10) open when clicking the “New...” button of the 
Orchestration Elements section located on the Implementation Tab of the Application Editor 
(Figure 8. Step 3) 

Developers have to define at least the name of the Orchestration Element method, the return 
type and the method parameters. If the Orchestration class is a WS interface we can also 
indicate if the new Orchestration Element is going to be part of the WS interface or a private 
method. It is done by checking the option Part of the Service Interface. If the Orchestration 
Element has special constraints, it can be also defined in the wizard like described in  Section 
3.1.3. Once the wizard is finalized, a new method is created in the orchestration class with the 
corresponding parameters and annotations. 
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Figure 10. Orchestration Element Wizard 

 

Step 4: Add Core Elements 

The core elements invoked from the orchestration elements of an orchestration class must be 
defined in the corresponding Core Element Interface. To do it, the COMPSs IDE offers a New 
Core Element wizard, which is open by clicking the “New…” button of the Core Elements section 
located on the Implementation Tab of the Application Editor (Figure 8. Step 4). Developers 
currently have several options to create a new core element as depicted in Figure 11. In this 
part of the document, we are just going to explain detail how to create a new method core 
element from scratch. More details about the other options for creating core elements are 
detailed in Section 3.1.1.  

 

Figure 11. New Core Element wizard snapshot 
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When a developer selects the option for creating a new core element from scratch, the wizard 
will show a view (Figure 12-left) to introduce the class where the new core element will be 
included and the desired method name for the new core element. Then, after clicking “Next”, 
the wizard will show a view (Figure 12-right) to complete the required element information 
(return type, parameters and constraints). These values are similar than in the ones specified 
for New Orchestration Element wizard with the different that core elements parameters must 
define the direction of the parameter (IN, OUT or INOUT) and indicate if the parameter is a file 
with setting the parameter type as Type.FILE. Finally, the core element creation is finalized by 
clicking “Finish”, and the new core element method is created in the Core Clement Interface 
and the declaring class.   

 

   
Figure 12. New Core Element Wizard from scratch snapshots. 

 

Step 5: Implement the Orchestration Element workflow 

Once the Core Elements have been defined, the developer has to program the business 
process or workflow that implements the application functionality inside the Orchestration 
Element method. An example code is depicted in Figure 13. This workflow is programmed as 
a sequential code where the different defined Core Elements are invoked as you will do with 
in standard Java. At runtime, COMPSs will detect the data dependencies between the 
invocations and execute tasks concurrently according to those data dependencies. More 
details can be found at Section 3.1.2. 
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Figure 13. Orchestration Element implementation 

 

Step 6: Check the application locally.  

To check an application developed with the COMPSs runtime keeps the correct behaviour, 
developers can perform a local deployment and execution of the application. It is performed 
by selecting the Build and Deploy Tab in the Application Editor (Figure 8. Steps 6 and 7) and 
then, selecting the Localhost deployment type.  

Figure 14 shows a snapshot of the Application Editor for a local deployment. To deploy the 
application locally, developers only have to define the folder to install the application 
elements (App. Elements folder field) and if the application contains WS classes the location 
where a Web Application Server (such as Apache Tomcat) is installed on the local machine 
(App. Server Folder field). Finally, developers have to click deploy to start the deployment 
process. 

Once the deployment process is completed, developers will see a Deployment view with the 
machines where the elements have been deployed (localhost in this case), and can also find 
the generated packages in the output folder of the project and their installation in the selected 
folder.  
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Figure 14. Local deployment snapshot 

 

Step 7: Deploy the application in a distributed infrastructure. 

Once the developer has checked the correct application behaviour including COMPSs, it is 
time to make the final deployment of the application in a distributed infrastructure. For doing 
it, you can select one of the other deployment options and follow the specific instructions for 
the selected deployment environment explained in detail in Section 3.2.1. 
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3. Other Functionalities 

In addition to the core functionalities described in the Getting Started section, the COMPSs IDE 
provides other functionalities to simplify the implementation of applications with the COMPSs 
programming model. We have grouped these extra functionalities in two parts: the first part 
covers the implementation phase and the second part which covers the available deployment 
options. 

 

3.1. Implementation 

3.1.1. Create a Core Elements 
Once an orchestration class is created a user can create a new core element, selecting the 
orchestration class in the combo box and clicking “New…” in the Core Elements section of the 
Application Editor. In the first page of the New Core Element wizard, the user can select the 
way to add a new core element from the following options.  

- Method Core Element from scratch, where the user provides all the parameters, 
return type and constraints, and the wizard creates the class methods and required 
annotations. This is the case explained in the Step 4 of the Getting Started section. 

- Method Core Element from an existing class, where the user selects a method from 
an existing class, adding only the constraints, and the wizard generates the core 
element definition in the Core Element Interface 

- Method Core Element from Executable, where the users select the command or 
binary and their arguments, and the wizard generates the code to invoke the 
executable and add the core element definition in the Core Element Interface. 

- Service Core Element from WSDL, where the users select a method from a deployed 
web service, and the wizard generates the service stubs and includes the service core 
element definition in the Core Element Interface. 

- Service Core Element from a war package, where the users select package location 
and the web service method included in this package, and the wizard generates the 
service stubs and includes the service core element definition in the Core Element 
Interface. 

 

New Method Core Element from Existing Class 

When a developer selects the option for creating a new core element from an existing class, 
the wizard will show a view (Figure 15-left) to introduce the library or class folder location, 
select one of the existing classes and select the method for the new core element. Then, after 
clicking “Next”, the wizard will show a view like Figure 15–right. There, some default data will 
be already filled and developers only have to modify the desired parameters type and 
direction (if they are different from the default values) and include constraints if it is required. 
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Figure 15. New Core Element from existing class snapshots  

New Method Core Element from Executable 

When a developer selects the option for creating a new Core Element from Executable (binary 
command, script…), the wizard will show a view (Figure 16-left) to introduce the information 
to bind the Method Core Element interface with the command to run the executable. First, the 
developer has to introduce the name of the class and method where, the IDE is going to create 
the code to run the executable. Once it has been defined, developers have some fields to 
specify the executable the arguments and the standard streams (stdin, stdout, stderr). In this 
fields, we can add a reference to parameters or return values of the CE method by introducing 
the pattern $<parameter_name>$ or $return_type$ respectively. 

For instance, the second argument of the CE defined in Figure 16-left will contain the value of 
the CE method parameter called arg_from_params. This figure also shows how to return the 
standard output of the executable as a return value of the CE method. 

 Then, after clicking “Next”, the wizard will show a view (Figure 16 - right). This is the classical 
view for describing a core element. Note that the IDE has already detect the method should 
include a parameter called arg_from_params and a String return type for passing the standard 
output. As in the other cases, developers can complete the required element information such 
as changing the parameters types and directions as well as defining the constraints required 
by the executable command. 
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Figure 16. New Core Element from Executable snapshots. 

After making the required changes, developers have to click “Finish” to perform the core 
element creation. In this case, in addition to include the method declaration in the Core 
Element Interface, the IDE also generates the code for invoking the executable file. Figure 17 
shows the code generated for the previous example where you can see how the IDE also link 
the CE parameters with the arguments and standard output of the command to run. 

 
Figure 17. Snapshot of generated for creating a CE from an executable 
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New Service Core Element from WSDL 

When a developer selects the option for creating a new Core Element from a WSDL, the 
wizard will show a view like in Figure 18–left. This view provides the interface to introduce 
the location where the service WSDL is deployed. Once the WSDL is loaded, we can select one 
of the services, ports and methods contained in this WSDL file. Then, after clicking “Next”, the 
wizard will show a view (Figure 18-right) to complete the required element information like 
in other core elements. 

  
Figure 18. New Core Element from WSDL snapshots. 

After making the required changes, developers have to click “Finish” to perform the core 
element creation. In this case, in addition to include the method declaration in the Core 
Element Interface, the IDE generates the classes used by the service as well as the stubs to 
invoke the service from the Orchestration Element. The generated classes can be found in the 
generated folder of the COMPSs Application project as depicted in Figure 19.  

 
Figure 19. Generated class snapshot. 
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New Service Core Element from WAR package 

The option for creating a new Core Element from a WAR package is very similar than the 
previous option. When a developer select this option, the wizard will show a view like Figure 
20–up-left. There, the developer has to select the location where the WAR package is in the 
local host. Then, the IDE will extract the package, and afterwards the developer has to select 
the WSDL file (Figure 20-down-left) and URL pattern which contains the service description. 
Finally, the developer has to select the Service, port and method like in the previous case (new 
CE from WSDL). Then, after clicking “Next”, the wizard will show a view (Figure 20-right) to 
complete the required element information (return type, parameters and constraints).  

 

 

  

Figure 20. new Core Element from WAR Packages Snapshots. 

3.1.2. Invocation of Core Elements from the Orchestration Element Code. 
Once the developer has defined the Core Elements in the Core Element Interface, the next step 
is invoking them form the Orchestration Element code. As a general rule , the invocation of 
core elements is done in the same way as you call a normal Java method. In next paragraph, 
we are going to refresh how to invoke them, including some details you must take into 
account when programming the Orchestration Elements. 
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Invoke Method Core Elements 

In Java there are main types of methods: Class and Object methods. Class methods are static 
methods which make their computation only using the method arguments or static class 
properties. They are invoked as the example shown below: 

ClassName.staticMethodName(argument1, argument2); 

Object methods use the values of an object properties in addition to the method arguments to 
perform the computation and can also modify these object properties. To invoke this method 
you need to have an object to perform the method call. An example of this type of calls is 
shown below: 

ClassName object = new ClassName(); 

Object.objMethodName(argument1, argument2); 

For this type of call, the COMPSs runtime introduce an implicit parameter, which is the object 
where the call is performed. By default, this parameter is treated with an INOUT direction 
because every object method can update whatever object property. This implies that the 
object could be different at the end of the method execution and the runtime must be aware of 
this. If developers know that a method, defined as core element, does not modify the object 
properties, we recommend marking this core element as Not Modifier in the Core Element 
Interface. It can be done by including the Method annotation property isModifier equals to 
false. If it modifies the object or the developer is not sure, keep the default value ( isModifier 
=true) to ensure the application is working properly. 

Invoke Service Core Elements 

When we define a service core element, the IDE creates the classes to invoke the  service 
methods from the orchestration elements code. Most of the created classes are the data types 
used as arguments of the method services, but we also generate a “dummy” stub to make the 
method invocation. We call it “dummy” because the code of this stub will never be executed. 
The runtime will intercept the call to this stub and will perform the real invocation of the 
remote service. As java methods, there are two types of web services calls: stateless and 
stateful.  

On one hand, the stateless service calls invoke method whose execution does not modify the 
service state. So, we could invoke them in the orchestration code as static calls  by invoking the 
method in the Static version of the service class. An example is shown below: 

import org.namespace.ServiceName.ServicePort.*; 

import org.namespace.DataTypeClass; 

… 

DataTypeClass result = ServiceName.Static.statelessMethodName(arg1, arg2); 

  On the other hand, the stateful service calls invoke methods that modify the service state.  
This must be reflected in the orchestration code in order to make a proper management of 
dependencies between the web service calls. Note that stateful service calls have a lot of 
similarities with the object method calls. For this reason, you have to use the same procedure 
in both cases. To indicate a sequence of service calls are stateful you must invoke it as a 
service object method. An example is shown below: 

import org.namespace.ServiceName.ServicePort.*; 

import org.namespace.DataTypeClass; 

… 

DataTypeClass result = ServiceName.statefullMethodName(arg1, arg2); 
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3.1.3. Manage Application Elements Constraints 
Once an application element (Orchestration or Core) is created it can be selected in the 
corresponding Orchestration/Core Elements section of the Application Editor. The description 
of the element will be printed in the Orchestration/Core Element Description section. This 
section contains a General Description expandable item, which contains a Constraints table and 
a set of buttons to add, modify and delete constraints (Figure 21-left).  

 

 

Figure 21. Add Constraint to Application Element Snapshots. 

Developers can add constraints by clicking “Add...” and a new window (as depicted in Figure 
21-right) will be open to select the type of constraint and set the value of the selected 
constraint. In a similar way, developers can modify the constraints values by selecting the 
desired constraint in the Constraints table and clicking “Modify…” and window to modify the 
constraint value will be open. Finally, to delete a constraint, developers only have to select the 
constraint in the Constraints table and click “Delete”.  

3.1.4. Add Elasticity Boundaries to Application Elements 
Once an application element (Orchestration or Core) is created, it can be selected in the 
corresponding Orchestration/Core Elements section of the Application Editor. The description 
of the element will be printed in the Orchestration/Core Element Description section. This 
section contains an Elasticity Description expandable item, where developers can specify the 
maximum and minimum number concurrent core element executions (Figure 22).  

 

 

Figure 22. Elasticity Description Snapshot. 
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3.1.5. Manage Application Element Dependencies 
The application element implementations can depend to external libraries or require binaries 
or configuration files to run correctly. For this reason, developers can define dependencies in 
the application element descriptions. So, when an element is deployed in a distributed 
environment their dependencies will be also deployed to the selected location. 

        

Figure 23. Dependency Description Snapshots. 

Once an application element (Orchestration or Core) is created, it can be selected in the 
corresponding Orchestration/Core Elements section of the Application Editor. The description 
of the element will be printed in the Orchestration/Core Element Description section. This 
section contains a Dependency Description expandable item (Figure 23), where developers can 
specify the packages, folders or files required to successfully execute an application e lement.  

3.1.6. Adding Multiple Core Element Implementations  
To define a new implementation of an existing Core Element, developers have to select the 
Core Element of the Core Elements section in the Application Editor. Then, the description of 
the selected Core Element will appear in the Core Element Description section. Open the 
Specific Description part and you will see an Implementations table like the depicted in Figure 
24. Click Add... and a new window will appear like the one depicted in the figure. There, you 
can select the class that is implementing the new version of the Core Element and specific 
implementation constraints and dependencies. To finalize the Implementation definition, 
developers just need to click OK, and the new Core Element implementation will appear on 
the table. 

 

Figure 24. Snapshot of Adding/Modifying Core Element Implementations  
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The changes made with the IDE will be reflected in the Core Element Interface of the 
application. Although the method signature remains, having implementations of  the method 
in multiple classes produces changes on the @Method annotation of the CE. Instead of defining 
a single class on its declaringClass attribute, the annotation may define many of them; thus, 
instead of a single class the programmer defines a list of classes as the following example 
depicts: 

@Method( declaringClass = { "example.application.Implementation1", 

 "example.application.Implementation2"}) 

Add Implementation Specific Constraints 

To define constraint to a specific Core Element implementation, the developer has to select 
the Core Element on the Core Elements section. When the description of the selected Core 
Element appears in the Core Elements Description section, open the Specific Description part, 
and the available implementations will be shown in the Implementations table as depicted in 
Figure 24. Select the Implementation and click Modify.... A new window will appear like the 
one depicted in the figure. To add a new constraint, developers just need to click on Add…, 
select one of the available constraints and set the desired constraint value like depicted in 
Figure 25. To finalize the constraint definition, developers just need to click OK in the 
constraints definition window and the new constraint will appear in the Constraints table. 
Once the implementation modifications have been finished, click OK in the Implementation 
definition window. 

 

Figure 25: Constraint Definition Snapshot 

Add Implementation Specific Dependencies 

The procedure to define dependencies to a specific Core Element implementation is almost 
the same as above. The developer has to select the Core Element on the Core Elements section 
and open the Specific Description part of the Core Elements Description section. The available 
implementations will be shown in the Implementations table as depicted in Figure 24. Select 
the implementation and click Modify.... A new window will appear with a section for defining 
dependencies. To add a new dependency, developers just need to click on Add…. It will open a 
new window (Figure 26) where developers can specify the packages, folders or files required 
to successfully execute the core element implementation. To finalize the dependency 
definition, developers just need to click OK in the dependency definition window and the new 
dependency will appear in the Dependencies table. Once the implementation modifications 
have been finished, click OK in the Implementation Definition window. 

 

Figure 26. Snapshot of the widow for defining dependencies 
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Invocation of Core Elements with Multiple Implementations 

When developers define multiple implementations for the same CE, they are staging that all 
those methods are equal. In the orchestration element code, developers can invoke any of the 
methods defined as implementations. When the runtime receives one of the implementation 
calls, it creates an abstract task for the CE, and the implementation that is actually run is 
decided just before the execution according to the current application load and the 
infrastructure status. 

3.1.7. Define a COMPSs Application from existing war and jar packages 
Once a COMPSs application project is created, a developer can import an application from 
existing packages by importing orchestration classes, defining orchestration and core 
elements from the classes and libraries contained in those packages.  

To import an orchestration class, click “Import…” in the Orchestration Classes section of the 
Application Editor. Then, a new wizard, like Figure 27, will be open. There, developers can 
select the location of the package which contains the orchestration class. This is performed by 
clicking the “Select…” button in the Package Location field, and selecting the package file.  

If the orchestration class to import is within a ZIP or WAR package, the IDE extracts the 
package in the imported/<PackageName> folder. Then, developers have to indicate the JAR 
library or class folder inside the extracted package. This is done by clicking the “Select…” 
button of the Sub-package field and selecting the location of the JAR file or the class folder.  

In the last step, developers have to select the orchestration class by clicking the “Select…” 
button and selecting one of the classes in the list.  After that, the selected class will appear in 
the Orchestration Classes section of the Application Editor.  

 

Figure 27. Import an Orchestration Class snapshot. 

Once the orchestration class is imported, developers can define orchestration elements from 
the methods within the imported class. This process is started by clicking “New” in the 
Orchestration Elements section of the Application Editor. A new window, like Figure 28, will 
appear. There, developers can select the method to be defined as Orchestration Element, and 
specify the element constraints. 
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Figure 28. Add Orchestration Element in imported Class snapshot 

For the Core Elements, the process will be the same as the creating New Core Elements from 
existing classes. See more details of this process in Section 3.1.1. 

3.1.8. Convert a Java Project to COMPSs Application Project 
Another option to create applications with the COMPSs Programming Model and IDE is 
selecting or creating the orchestration and core from an existing Java project. To do this, 
developers have to convert the existing Java project into a COMPSs application project and 
afterwards, select or create the core elements as indicated in previous sections. 

The IDE has a wizard to convert a Java project to COMPSs application project. This wizard can 
be started in two ways: one selecting the project in the Eclipse project explorer , click the left-
button of the mouse, and select COMPSs->Convert to Application Project in the pop-up menu 
(Figure 29-left); and another opening the CompSs menu and selecting the Implementation-> 
Convert to Application Project (Figure 29 -right).  

 

 

Figure 29. Snapshots for starting the wizard for convert project to a COMPSs application project.  
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As result of these actions, the IDE will open the wizard (Figure 30), with the difference that, in 
the first case, the selected project will appear in Project Name, while in the second case, the 
user has to select the project from a list. 

 
Figure 30. Convert to COMPSs Application wizard snapshot. 

 

Once developers have converted the project, they can also convert one of the current project 
classes into an orchestration class following the same procedure as explained in Section 3.1.7 
for importing an orchestration class. To do it, developers have to click “Import…” in the 
Orchestration Classes section of the Application Editor and the import wizard will be open. If 
we do not define any package and click directly to the “Select…” button of the Orch. Class field, 
the Class Selection dialog will show the existing class in the converted project (Figure 31). So, 
developers can select one of them to convert it into an orchestration class. 

 

 

Figure 31. Snapshot for defining an existing class as orchestration class.  
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Once the existing class has been converted, developers can create new orchestration element 
(as explained in Section 2. Step 3) or can select an existing method to be defined as 
orchestration element.  To perform the second option, developers just have to click the 
“New...” button of the Orchestration Elements section located on the Application Editor and 
click “Select…” in the Name field of the New Orchestration Element wizard (Figure 32). Then, a 
Method Selection dialog will be open, and developers can select one of the methods declared in 
the converted class.  

At this point, the converted project, class and orchestration element can be considered as if 
they were created from scratch. So, definition of core elements and other functionalities can 
be applied as described in the different sections of this guide.  

 
Figure 32. Snapshot for selecting an existing method as Orchestration Element. 
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3.2. Deployment 

The COMPSs IDE allows developers to easily deploy and run applications in different 
infrastructures. To achieve it, developers have to select the deployment option, fill the 
configurations fields for the selected option and click “Deploy”. 

3.2.1. Deployment Options 

Deployment in Private Grid  

The COMPSs IDE allows developers to easily deploy and run the application across a set of 
hosts distributed through the internet. To perform it, developers have to select the “Private 
Grid” deployment type in the Build and Deploy tab of the Application Editor. After selecting this 
option, several expandable menus will appear to configure different aspects of the application 
deployment.  These are going to describe in detail in next paragraphs 

Resource Selection 

The first step a developer has to do is defining and selecting the resources of their private grid 
which are going to be used for this deployment. This information has to be introduced in the 
Resource Selection section as you can see in Figure 33.  

 

Figure 33. Snapshot of the Resource Selection part for the Private Grid deployment.  

The resources definition can be imported from a file or create it from scratch. For the  former 
case, developers have to click “Import…” and select the xml file which contains the resource 
definition with the COMPSs resources format. For the latter case, developers have to click 
“Create…” for creating a new resource definition. As result of this click, a dialog like Figure 34 
will be open, where the developer can introduce the resource details. The Resource field will 
be used by the runtime to connect to this host. So, it must contain the either the Fully Qualified 
Domain Name of the resource or it IP address.  
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Figure 34. Snapshot of the Grid Resource creation dialog. 

Developers can also update existing resource definition by clicking “Update…” and selecting 
the resource to update in the dialog window; or deleting resource definitions by clicking 
“Delete…” and selecting the resource to delete in the dialog window.   

The most important thing to define in this step is selecting which of the defined resources are 
going to be used as master or worker nodes. On one hand, the master node is defined by 
choosing a node from the Master Resource combo box. On the other hand, worker nodes are 
defined by passing the desired resources from the list on the left to the list on the right. To 
pass a resource the developer has to select the resource in the list and click “>” . 

Define Deployment Information 

The second step for deploying the application in a private cloud is to define the information to 
access and install the application in the selected resources. Developers can define this 
information in the Resource Deployment Properties section (Figure 35). For each resource, the 
developer has to define the username, the folder to install the application, the folder used by 
the runtime as working directory (a folder to store renamed and temporal files), and in case of 
the application contains web services, the location of the application server container.  

 

 

The IDE, like COMPSs, uses SSH DSA keys to connect nodes. It is important that al l the users 
used in each Grid nodes have properly installed the same key in the authorized_keys file located 
in $HOME/.ssh 
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Figure 35. Snapshot of the Resource Deployment Properties section for a private Grid deployment 

Define Shared Disks 

In the case of a shared disk space is available on the Private Grid, it can be defined in the 
Shared Disks Definition section (Figure 36). There, developers can introduce a share disk 
definition by clicking “Create…” and introducing a name for identifying the shared disk and 
the mount point for each resource that can access to this shared disk. 

 
Figure 36. Snapshot of the Shared Disk definition section for a Private Grid deployment.  
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Define Data Staging 

Another optional step is the Data Staging. If the execution of your application require input 
files or generate output files, the IDE can upload and download them from the master node 
before and after the application execution. These files have to be defined in the Data Staging 
section (Figure 37) by defining the path of the Source File and the Destination Folder. In the 
stage-in case, the Source File must include the path and file name in the local host and the 
Destination Folder should be the location in the remote master node. In the stage-out, the 
Source File must include the path and file name in the remote master node and the Destination 
Folder should be the location in the local host. 

 
Figure 37. Snapshot of the Data Staging section for a Private Grid deployment.  

 

Once the configuration has finished, developers can start the application deployment by 
clicking “Deploy”. 

 

 

The IDE uses the Eclipse Ant plugin with JSCH library to make copy and execute command 
remotely. The JSCH library (jsch-0.1.xx.jar) is automatically copied to the $HOME/.ant/lib folder. 
However, some Eclipse installations do not properly detect the jars installed in this folder. If the 
deployment fails because Ant does not find JSCH classes, you must manually configure the Ant 
Plugin to use the JSCH libray. It can be done by adding this jar ($HOME/.ant/lib/jsch-0.1.xx.jar) 
as a Global Entry of the Ant Runtime configuration.  This configuration can be found in menu 
Window->Preferences and once in the Preferences page select Ant->Runtime 
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Deployment with the Enactment Service 

The COMPSs IDE allows developers to easily deploy and run the application in cloud 
environments through the COMPSs Enactment Service.  

 

Current PMES release is only compatible with version 1.2 of COMPSs. For this reason, be sure 
you are using the version 1.2.0 of the IDE. Version 1.4.0 doesn’t include this feature. 

 

To perform it, developers have to select the “Enactment Service” deployment type in the Build 
and Deploy tab of the Application Editor. After selecting this option, several expandable menus 
will appear to configure different aspects of the application deployment.  These are going to 
describe in detail in next paragraphs: 

Define Storage Service 

The Storage Service section (Figure 38) is used to define the details of the Storage Service used 
to manage the application files in a remote storage. This section is divided in three parts: the 
Credentials part, the Location part and the Application part. 

In the Credentials part, developers just have to specify the username and password to access 
the storage service. The Location part is used to define the endpoint reference of the Storage 
Service, defining the hostname, protocol and port (if it is not standard). Finally, developers 
can configure the details of the application location inside the storage service in the 
Application part. 
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Figure 38. Snapshot of the Storage Service section for a deployment with the Enactment Service. 

 

More in detail, the Application Folder, contains the folder where the application package will 
be uploaded in the Storage Service. The Stage-in, Stage-out and Logs Folders define the folder 
where the application package, stage-in, stage-out and log files will be stored in the Storage 
Service. Finally, the Stage-in and Stage-out Files define the data staging required to run the 
application. In the stage-in case, the Source File field must contain the path and filename of the 
stage-in files in the local host, and the Destination Folder must contain the path to store this 
file in the master Cloud VMs, while, in the stage-out case, developers only need to specify the 
path of application output files in the master Cloud VMs. These files will be automatically 
uploaded to the Storage Service in the location indicated by the Stage-out Folder once the 
application run finishes. 

Define Enactment Service 

The Enactment Service section (Figure 39) is used to define the details of the service used to 
run the application in a Private Cloud. As in the Storage Service section, it is also divided in 
three parts: the Credentials part, the Location part and the Application part. 

In the Credentials part, developers have to specify the username and password to access the 
Enactment Service. The Location part is used to define the endpoint reference of the 
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Enactment Service. Finally, developers can configure application details like the VM image, the 
maximum and minimum number of VMs and the wall-clock-limit in the Application part. 

 

 
Figure 39. Snapshot of the Enactment Service section for a deployment with the Enactment Service.  

 

 

Once the configuration has finished, developers can start the application deployment by 
clicking “Deploy”. 

 

The current version of the Enactment Service only supports the execution of applications with 
a single Orchestration Element which is the main method of the application. If you try to deploy 
and run other type of applications with this deployment option you will get an error message 
during the deployment process alerting about it. 

 

 

Calling the Enactment Service require importing the Enactment Service credential on the JRE 
KeyStore. 

keytool -import -file bscpmes.cer -alias pmes -keystore $JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts 

If you are running Eclipse with the Java 6, you should add the WSIT libraries in the java 
endorsed directory and define it in the JVM options of the Eclipse launch script  

–Djava.endorsed.dirs=<path_to_libraries_dir> 

3.2.2. Select the Main Class 
Once deployment process has been started, the IDE performs the compilation, 
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instrumentation and packaging of the application and the deployment in the selected 
distributed infrastructure. If during this process the IDE detects an application is not a Web 
Service, the IDE will ask the developer if she/he want to select the class which contains the 
application main method (Figure 40). 

 
Figure 40. Snapshot of the main class warning. 

 If click yes, the IDE will open a window, as Figure 41, to select where it can find the main 
class. The process is the same as for selecting existing classes and it was explained in sections 
3.1.7 and 3.1.8. If the main class is an imported class, the developer has to specify the package 
location and select a class from the package otherwise she/he just has to select a class.  

 
Figure 41. Snapshots for selecting the main class 

3.2.3. Application Status View 
Once the deployment has finished, the IDE shows the state of the application deployment in 
the Application Status view. In general, this view (Figure 42) shows the application identifier, 
the status of the deployment and a combo and a table to show where the different parts of the 
application has been deployed. Additionally, it also contains the “Updeploy” button and the 
Keep Data checkbox for un-deploying the application with option of removing or not the 
service data.  
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Figure 42. Snapshot of the Application Status view for a service deployment. 

For web service applications, the IDE also starts the application server during the deployment 
process. The user do not need to do anything more to start the application, just invoke the 
service. In the case of JAR application, the IDE only copy the application files during the 
deployment process. Therefore, the Application Status view includes the “Start Execution” and 
“Cancel Execution” in this case (Figure 43). These buttons allow developer to start and cancel 
the application execution in the distributed infrastructure. 

 
Figure 43. Snapshot of the Application Status view for a Jar application deployment. 
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Known Limitations 

This version of the COMPSs IDE contains a set of known limitations. They will try to be solved 
in next releases. 

Current version of the IDE does not support deleting Orchestration and Core elements from 
the service editor. You must do it by hand deleting the annotations in the Orchestration class 
or the Core Element Interface. 

The Enactment Service deployment is limited to the type of applications supported by the 
Enactment Service tool. They are JAR applications created from scratch with a default main 
Orchestration Element. 
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